Stainless Steel
Bird Spikes
Sick of the unsightly mess and constant damage birds are
doing to your property when trying to roost and nest around
your buildings and window ledges? Sick of the mess they
leave on your new or freshly painted roof, under television
aerials, on your house and vehicles? Sick of the mess they
leave on your business signage?
Our range of bird deterrent products are the solution for
protecting your property, whether residential or industrial, in
a wide range of situations against birds, including seagulls,
pigeons, starlings, swallows and sparrows, without hurting
them.
Spikes are simply glued or attached to any roof ridge,
window, pipe, ledge, sign, light or aerial where birds sit. The
dense pattern of protruding spikes make it impossible for
birds to land moving them elsewhere without hurting them.
This solution to your bird problem is quick, instant,
permanent and requires no up-keep or maintenance.
Both the stainless steel and plastic spike system are
virtually invisible once installed and provide ‘the ultimate
bird deterrent.’
Our bird spikes and other range of bird deterrent products
are now being used successfully by dairy farmers to help
deter birds and nesting birds in and around their dairy sheds
and meal feeding systems. This helps stop bird infestations
that can result in decreased milk production and the spread
of disease within herds.
We recognise that each dairy shed has its own unique problems and we are able to assist offering ideas and products
that are suited for specific problem areas and situations. So
act today because the longer birds are a problem the harder
it is to get rid of them.

Stainless Steel and
Polycarbonate Bird Spikes
◆◆ Available in various sizes and
materials to suit all purposes,
with regular snaplines to suit any
length.

DET8SS

◆◆ The stainless steel spikes are
heavy duty 1.4mm diameter 304
grade stainless steel and the
length of each pin is 122mm.
◆◆ The spikes are cut flat at the tip to
prevent injury to both installers and
birds.

DET4SS

◆◆ The length of each strip is
approximately 330mm and flexible
for using on curves.
◆◆ The 4mm thick product bases and
polycarbonate spikes are made
from UV light stabilised resistant
polycarbonate.

DET8PS

◆◆ With 20 protruding wires and
4 different angles, DET8SS is
the most commonly used spike
available; a single row of spikes
can be used on ledges and
ridgelines with a width up to and
over 200mm (8 inches).

DET4PS

◆◆ Along the base of the spike are
9 breakable sections that can be
simply snapped apart with your
fingers.
DETCPS
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◆◆ With an incredible 240 wires per
strip DETSSS works well for small
birds, as well as seagulls and
pigeons.
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◆◆ The DETCPS takes 10 seconds to
install with no tools and does not
need to be removed for annual
chimney sweeping.

DETSPAD

◆◆ DETSPAD is formulated to attach
spike to brick, timber, lead, glass,
concrete, steel, plastic and most
other surfaces.

